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The Finest Hour
The Rigellian Supermonitor, Finest Hour,
ponderously pulled out of Earth orbit, engaged its
cloak, and headed for the Einstein-Rosen Gate.
For ﬁfteen minutes, Imperial Swordsman Asoto
stood rigidly at attention on Finest Hour’s ﬂag
bridge and watched the blue-white disk of Earth
as it grew smaller in the holograph tank, only to
suddenly enlarge as the next degree of magniﬁcation
automatically kicked in. Behind him, his staff
watched in fascinated horror.
“Ten seconds before we see it” whispered operations
ofﬁcer Masayoshi to no one in particular, “although
in reality its already happened.”
The HoloTank dimmed to protect the eyes of the
watching Rigellians as the Earth exploded into a
billion glowing shards. A cold shiver ran through
Asoto’s body as he watched the destruction of
the Third Imperial Capital. Was it really twenty
years since he stood on the bridge of the ﬂeeing
destroyer Caledonian and watched Kapaluan
missiles devastate his homeworld? Rigel, the ﬁrst
and greatest of the Imperial Capitals, reduced to
radioactive ruin after the Kapaluan ﬂeet smashed
through everything the Rigellian Empire could
throw at them.

gates of Eden as the ﬁrst Rigellian monitors entered
the battle. Elsewhere in the Empire, the advance of
the Andromedans was slowed and ﬁnally stopped.
The Empire heaved a collective sigh of relief and
began to believe survival was possible. Then the
Schaladari returned.
Perhaps if the Empire had not been so committed
on the existing fronts, there might have been more
resistance but with no reserves to speak of, there
was nothing that could be done against the vast
Schaladari Leviathans; each one twice the size of
a monitor and armed with massively destructive
weapons that Rigellian technology could not hope
to duplicate. They brought with them a weapon
which could destroy whole planets and used it to
massacre countless billions. Resistance throughout
the Empire collapsed and all the Empire’s foes
surged forward. Eden fell quickly and once again
Kapaluan missiles annihilated the Imperial Capital.
Earth, on the rim of the Empire and of enormous
historical signiﬁcance, was declared the new capital
and all surviving Rigellian forces began to fall back
toward it, frantically trying to buy a few more
months or years of life for the Empire.

Eden was declared the new capital and the
Rigellians fought every inch of the way as the
Kapaluans spread through the core systems like
a plague. The Octopi could no longer help. Their
Empire lay smashed between the triple onslaught of
the Andromedans, the Kapaluans and the Midgard
Confederation. Only scattered remnants of the once
proud Octopi remained, huddled together awaiting
their inevitable destruction. The Dragon capital
was already a barren planet and their battered ﬂeet
was being slowly crushed to death between the
Kapaluans and the Andromedans. The other allied
races, the Azticans, UPA and Sun Kingdom, were
desperately defending their borders and could not
come to the Rigellians aid.

The Schaladari had no need for alliances and
obliterated any Andromedan or Kapaluan ﬂeet
they encountered. Ironically, it was the battles
fought between the Empire’s three deadliest enemies
which bought the time for the Rigellians to catch
their breath and build up their defences. However,
even though they slowed down the Schaladari they
could not completely stop them. For years, the
Empire’s ﬁnest warriors sacriﬁced themselves in
their millions, knowing that ultimately there was
no hope of survival. As all hope seemed lost, an old
theory proposed by two humans of Earth origin
was revived and turned into a desperate, last ditch
attempt to avoid annihilation. The experiment
began as an attempt to build an artiﬁcial warp
point through which the Rigellians could escape
before destroying it behind them but it turned
into something more. Perhaps time itself could be
mastered.

Asoto’s mind catalogued the fates which had
brought about the Fall of the Empire. If the
Kapaluans and the Andromedans had fought each
other instead of allying against the Rigellians and
the Octopi, or if the Midgard Confederation had
proven friend instead foe, history may have turned
out differently. Even faced with such titanic foes,
the Rigellians fought with renewed ferocity and
desperation and ﬁnally halted the Kapaluans at the

The construction of the Einstein-Rosen Gate
consumed a great deal of Earth’s resources and
weakened the defences of the last few systems
remaining. Even so, it still represented the
Empire’s only real, if slim, chance of survival. The
Supermonitor Finest Hour was constructed with
only one purpose in mind. To take technology, and
more importantly information, into the past to
change the history of the Empire. As the completion

date of the gate drew ever closer, the Schaladari
broke through the last lines of defences and entered
the Sol System. Finest Hour was given her orders
to proceed, even though the Gate was not yet
tested and ﬁnal calculations not yet made. With the
irradiated debris of the Earth tumbling in its wake
and Schaladarian missiles homing at incredible
speed, the last ﬂagship of the Imperial Rigellian
Empire vanished into the gate and into history.
*Story by Steve Walmsley

Khanate Interlude
First Ometeccatl Tenoch watched the distant star
in silent contemplation, wondering how he ever
managed to ﬁnd himself in this situation. For
months now, his carrier ﬂagship Michoacan had
maintained its position in the outer reaches of this
godforsaken system, waiting for an attack that
never came. His ﬂeet of thirteen carriers, a dozen
superdreadnoughts and six battlecruisers was a
signiﬁcant part of the Khanate Navy and it was
deployed far from friendly territory to assist allies
he could hardly stand the sight of. Every time he
considered the arrogant crews of the Drax warships
with their shell-like exteriors and multitude of
writhing facial tentacles, he felt a cold shiver run
down his back. They even smelled bad. Until three
weeks ago, he at least had the comfort of knowing
he was protecting another sentient species against
the threat posed by the ruthless aliens who has
invaded Drax territory without provocation and
slaughtered millions of Drax civilians.
The alien ﬂeet waiting beyond the warp point
guarded by the allied force represented a faceless
menace which had accelerated the improvement
in relations between the Khanate of Aztica and
the Council of Drax. A military alliance had soon
become a close partnership and now there was talk
of amalgamating into a single government which
could more effectively control the defense of both
races. However, given the graphic Drax reports of
what the aliens had done to their civilians in the
Warhoon system, at the far side of Drax territory,
Tenoch had been surprised at the aliens’ lack of
aggression. Over the last few months there hadn’t
been a single attempt to force the warp point.
Then, three weeks ago, came startling news. A
Khanate colony expedition to the Mazhuetlan
system, on the rim of known space, had encountered
a colony expedition sent by the same genocidal
alien race. To the surprise of the colonists’ leader,
the aliens were unarmed and willing to talk. Even
more surprising, they were remarkably similar to
the Aztican race in basic body form. Two eyes,
two arms, two legs, no tentacles and no smell. This

was the ﬁrst situation in which the Azticans and
the aliens, who called themselves Rigellians, had
actually been in a position to try and talk, rather
than shoot at one another. Communication was
rapidly established and the two sets of colonists
got along remarkably well. The Rigellian account
of events regarding the war with the Drax was
dramatically different to the version put forward
by the Drax. Apparently a Rigellian ally, the
Communion of Loren, inadvertently sent a scout
into Drax territory and it was attacked without
provocation by a Drax ﬂeet. The Lorentians
retaliated and the Rigellians were drawn into
the ﬁght due to their treaty obligations. The
Rigellian colonists seemed genuinely horriﬁed at
the suggestion that their military would ever harm
civilians.
While the colonists talked the Rigellians had used a
more direct approach and sent a message drone into
Hal Vas, the system guarded by Tenoch’s ﬂeet and
its Drax allies. The message contained a proposal
for an immediate cease-ﬁre in place. The Rigellians
stated that they had no designs on either Aztican or
Drax territory and no desire to continue the ﬁghting.
Although the most paranoid members of Tenoch’s
command staff suggested the whole ‘accidental
meeting’ scenario could have been a ruse of the
part of the Rigellians, Tenoch found that difﬁcult to
believe. The Rigellians appeared to be completely
unlike the image portrayed by the Drax and Tenoch
quickly came to the conclusion the Drax had not
been entirely honest about the situation.
The contents of the drone were sent to the Aztican
and Drax High Commands and replies soon arrived
from both governments. Tenoch was not surprised
to ﬁnd the Khanate wanted to pursue peace talks
but the Drax were very hostile to the idea and
reiterated their stories of Rigellian-inspired death
and destruction in the Warhoon system. Initially,
Tenoch decided to maintain a united front and
sent back a message to the Rigellian commander
saying the Azticans would not talk until the Drax
were ready. A ﬂurry of messages over the next few
days between the Drax and Khanate home systems
and Hal Vas failed to resolve the situation with the
Drax becoming increasingly irrational. As well as
rejecting any suggestion of further communications
with the Rigellians, the Drax also ﬂatly refused an
Aztican request to visit the Warhoon system and
see the extent of the destruction. Finally, four days
ago, the Khan himself intervened, tired of Drax
intransigence, and declared that the Khanate would
seek a cease-ﬁre alone if necessary, regardless of
its treaty commitments. The Drax responded that
the Azticans were betraying the treaty and would
destroy any drone which the Azticans tried to send
into the Rigellian-occupied Horton Gur system.

Running through the recent events in his mind,
Tenoch was now concerned that the increasing
tension between the Khanate and the Drax could
actually turn into a major incident. His Drax
counterpart, Padwar Gan Tadar was refusing his
calls and the two ﬂeets were virtually facing off,
rather than guarding the warp point. Substantial
reinforcements had just boosted the Drax ﬂeet to
twenty-three superdreadnoughts, seven carriers and
thirty corvettes, at least a match for his own force,
and Tenoch knew that a battle would have grave
consequences for both sides.
An Aztican message drone arrived from the chain
of systems leading to the Khanate and headed
straight for Tenoch’s ﬂagship. Once the contents
had been downloaded and decrypted, Tenoch’s
communication’s ofﬁcer passed him a message
from the Aztican High Command ordering him to
withdraw immediately to Aztican territory. The
message also contained details of negotiations
carried out with the Rigellians at the other point of
contact, a system known simply as Aztica 015 to the
Khanate and Ageo to the Rigellians. As the existence
of the second point of contact was unknown to
the Drax, Tenoch was sure those negotiations had
been far more productive than those at the Hal Vas
- Horton Gur warp point. If he were honest with
himself, Tenoch thought the Azticans would get on a
lot better with the Rigellians than the Drax. Besides,
he was tired of wearing a nose ﬁlter whenever his
allies came to visit.

Without ceremony, the Aztican warships which
comprised the Third Spear of the Khan pulled
away from the warp point to Horton Gur and set
course for home. The Drax commander broke his
silence to send a torrent of abuse after the Khanate
ﬂeet, the gist of which was that the Drax would
smash the Rigellians and then come looking for the
treacherous Azticans. Tenoch switched off his viewer
then leaned back in his command chair with a silent
sigh of relief at ﬁnally leaving Hal Vas. He was not
too worried about the Drax ﬁnishing their war any
time soon. If the Rigellians were as powerful as their
colonists seemed to believe, the Drax would be in
for a most unpleasant surprise.
*Story by Steve Walmsley

A Bugs Life

D

ear Mom,

This morning the ﬂeet made the worm hole
jump to XT1704A a brand new system only recently
discovered. The advance scouts report that there are
three (3!) habitable worlds all teaming with cattle. I
am looking forward to visiting these worlds when I
have some time off.
I have been very busy of late working. It seems
these new Obliterator class SD have a few kinks in
the ionic coils that run to the starboard interface
connectors. It took me nearly a day to ﬁgure out
that what they needed was to be reverse polarized
by adjusting the current harmonics by….oh. I am
sorry; I tend to run on about technical things as you
know. Occupational hazard of being an engineering
drone.
Well ok, almost a full drone. I was told by
Engineering Drone section leader Ha’raklt that
I may well be promoted from ‘bolt tightener 4th
class to 3rd class” if I kept up the good work. Well
he didn’t as much say that in so many words. But
yesterday when a valve cover was found to have
only 32 PSI torque instead of the 33 in the specs, he
took the head off the 3rd class bolt tightener tech
that had done it wrong (literally). And seeing as I
am the next in line for promotion, I am likely to get
that slot.
So I think the EDSL is pleased with me and my
work.
They are calling for ABBS (all bugs battle stations)
right now! I have to close this letter and get to my
station.
Your loving son,
AN973-D175-Y9000
‘Andy’

D

ear Mom,

Wow that was exciting. The cattle of this
new system reacted with instinctual reaction to the
initial scout forces. These cattle were of the semi
intelligent type that mimics the use of tools, and
had ships. Quite a lot actually. While they were no
real match for the ﬂeet, they did have enough pesky
forces to close with my own ship and cause some
damage. It looks like my shore leave will be put
off for at least the next week while I am assigned
to repair crews. If only the stupid animals knew
the damage they caused when they do this mischief!
But that is too much to ask for simple herd beasts,
even the tool mimicking kind.
I hope to ﬁnish my work quickly and that is pleases
DSL, who has been very much out of sorts. One

of my work crewmates was late arriving to clear
a particularly difﬁcult passage cluttered with
structural damage. He ripped off 5 of his 8 limbs
and beat him soundly with them. Being as he is
a BT4 class like myself he is not warranting regen
tank time, and being too damage to be of use, had
to report to the DTB (drone termination booth).
Although the EDSL somewhat moliﬁed by doing
this, did allow us to eat the limbs. With a warning
that he would dine on our limbs next if we were not
quick in ﬁnishing! The BT4 was very tasty by the
way. Auntie T’thrax always has tasty brood.
Must report to duty now,
Your loving son
AN973-D175-Y9000
“Andy”

D

ear Mom,

I ﬁnally had a chance to visit one of the worlds
we recently took. Having ﬁnished slightly ahead of
schedule on our repairs the EDSL was quite pleased.
He gave the crew a light thrashing to encourage
us to be faster next time, but I only got a slightly
cracked left mandible. I think he likes the work I
have been doing. I expect that promotion any day
now!
This world was very beautiful. The crew and I
chose to land on the eastern continent where several
large conclaves of cattle lived. Its always fascinating
to see the nests cattle build. Its amazing what they
can do with local materials, building things by tens
of thousands of years of genetic instinct. Like most
cattle they seemed to have a desire to go UP. They
had tall spires and buildings that reached sky ward.
Why they do this instead of taking advantage of
the earth and its natural shelter and properties I
do not know. Perhaps it is some mad instinct they
possess, like the occasional times a scout force will
ﬁnd cattle that are defective and either turn and ﬁght
one another for no apparent reason, or even destroy
themselves with atomic tools. But what can one
expect from simple cattle.
After visiting the coast and taking some refreshing
dips in the sea, including some surﬁng I did (hang
eight!), we went into the main advanced forces
compound. They are surveying for sites for the
colonies of brethren due to arrive later in the
year. One good thing about arriving on a frontier
cattle world is that there is always a lot of food!
Goodness, mother, you should have seen them.
Millions and millions of fresh cattle. Penned up and
just waiting. I was dripping acid off my mandibles
just in anticipation most of the day.
These cattle are small and hardly a mouthful, but
they are delightfully tender and so juicy. They

scamper on short
stubby limbs (only
three) and are
delightfully active
during feeding.
I had nearly a
dozen of the tasty
rascals and was
eyeing the last
one, however…
this one was
not moving. I
thought it might
be a bad one
or sick. But it
stood quietly.
Doing the most
extraordinary
thing. It was using
a limb to make
crude drawings in
the dirt.
It would make
several marks and
then ﬂail its limbs at it and then myself. It was
drawing an eight legged ﬁgure. After a bit I realized
it was drawing me! I drew a ﬁgure of the cattle
next to the one in the dirt, although a much better
one, I always did well in art class in Hive electives
back home as you know. The cattle started to jump
up and down excitedly and draw more things. We
played this game for about a half hour. It was quite
fun. When I checked the time I realized I was going
to be late for my shuttle back to the ship. So with
a sigh, I quickly speared the cattle with a limb and
tossed it into the air and ﬁnished it in one bite and
headed to the shuttle.
I am on the shuttle back as I write this to you, and
expect to leave with the ﬂeet any day now to our
next destination.
Your loving son,
AN973-D175-Y9000
“Andy”

D

ear Mom,

Work has been very busy of late. Our EDSL
has been in the regen tanks most of the week.
Apparently he ate something that did not agree with
him while on leave. Apparently one of the cattle
had a thermite grenade tool and set it off as he was
dinning upon it. He got a serious case of heart
burn, but the docs say he will probably make it.
Its not all that common but you do have to check
your food carefully on newly taken cattle worlds.
Until they are properly domesticated and genetically
culled, wild cattle can pose a slight risk. Personally

I always liked the wild ones. While a bit gamier at
times, they are more lively as a rule and really get
the acid ﬂowing with the fast and frantic movements
during meal time!
No word on my promotion yet. I hope the EDSL
does recover. It would be awhile before we can
break in a new EDSL, and it would disrupt the
crew during the integration time for a new one to
sufﬁciently beat and rend crewmates into proper
bonding and obedience, and we are busy enough as
it is.
We got new upgrades on the ship. Our ship is one
of the ﬁrst to get the new inertia compensators.
They should allow for a 13% increase in speed
along with the new engines installed soon. We will
begin testing them next week. I am so excited! And
I hope word on my promotion comes in soon. I’m
hopping on 4 limbs in anticipation!
That’s all for now,
Your loving son,
AN973-D175-Y9000
“Andy”
Story by Kam West

New Technology
Anti-mine ﬁeld(AMF): Effect: all mineﬁelds within
1 tachex are considered to attack the mounting ship
for purposes of mine expenditure, but no damage
is applied to the mounting ship because of this (the
mines detonate too far away). All ﬁre against this
vessel is considered to be 2 tactical hexes closer
for to-hit purposes, though damage remains at the
actual distance. Also, if the ﬂare is activated in a hex
with mines, the vessel gets attacked twice as many
mines as normal. So if a vessel would normally
get attacked by 20 mines due to it’s hull size, and
activated this ﬂare, then every pattern surrounding
the vessel, within 1 tachex, loses 20 mines. If there
was a mineﬁeld in the same hex as the ship when
it activated the ﬁeld, it would get attacked by 40
mines. HTL: 7, HS: 8, Cost: 100 MCr. ((Editor’s
note, I want this to be more powerful, maybe 5* the
number of mines attack?). (Tech by Todd Kes)
Blink drives: Blink drives involve a radical warping
of space, accelerating the mounting ship forwards,
then as the drive fails, the ship is dropped out,
farther forwards. The larger hulls need more
effort to be warped, thus requiring larger blink
drives, but also don’t accelerate as fast, thus
making them travel slower.
These drives are mainly used either as a critical
tactical maneuver, or as an emergency escape.
When a blink drive is used, the ship forgoes normal
movement, and selects a hex within the ﬁghter arc
forwards of the ship. This hex has to be within the
blink range. At the end of the movement phase, the
blink drive is damaged, and the ship is in that hex.
There is no effect on TM, and EM may not be used.
Blink range is determined by taking the blink range
listed, and subtracting 1 tachex for
every 10 HS of the mounting ship,
FRU. Important note: If the ship is
within blink range of a warp point,
it cannot use the blink drive. If the
ship is outside the blink range of
a warp point, and part of its jump
would take it within blink range of
a warp point, the ship stops outside
blink range of the WP. This is a
deep space drive, not a warp point
drive.
The components of a blink drive
are deigned for easy replacement,
thus as long as the ship survives,
and has the MCr to be repaired, a
blink drive will be fully operational

after battle. When a blink drive is overloaded, and
burns out, it is treated as having taken a primary
hit for damage purposes. I.e. it will stop further
normal damage (nuclear, kinetic, energy, force,
laser, etc.), but will not stop precision damage
(needle, primary). If the blink drive later takes
normal damage, it has to be repaired as a normal
component. Each blink drive can only take 1 hit.
Several engineers are theorizing that future versions
of this drive will allow true FTL movement, but for
now the tech race is on to produce blink drives that
don’t burn out.
Blink Drive
TL: 1
(Ib1)
HS: 5%, FRU
Cost: 100 MCr/HS
Effect: This drive allows a ship to jump up to 20
tactical hexes forwards.
TL: 5
(Ib5)
HS: 5%, FRU
Cost: 200 MCr/HS
Effect: This drive allows a ship to jump up to 40
tactical hexes forwards.
TL: 9
(Ib9)
HS: 8%, FRU
Cost: 300 MCr/HS
Effect: This drive allows a ship to jump up to 50
tactical hexes forwards.
Fighter Weapons, Dogﬁght Missiles(fDM): How
about introducing some fXO anti-ﬁghter/smallcraft

missiles before the fFK? Have them spotable by point
defense and do nothing against ships. Basically these
would be PD missiles setup to ﬁre from fXO. 2 can
be mounted per fXO

for the owning race is increased by 25% at the Heavy
Shipyard. HS: 80,
Cost: 1000 MCr. (Tech by Todd Kes)

The fFK is a little better because point defense can’t
stop it. Each is based on a type of point defense
with a -1 to hit to take into account the lack of laser
support. (Ian Clarke’s weapon).
Heavy Shipyards(SY-Hxx): The Heavy shipyard
works as a regular shipyard (SYx) except the
construction rate is 1.25 times higher. Heavy
Shipyards are designed to churn out ships at a higher
rate than normal. Basically this is an expensive
shipyard, using the most advanced tools, facilities,
and personnel to build ships at a higher rate of
construction than normal. It is not as efﬁcient as
the regular shipyard but in combat situations it
can be very useful. Given that shipyards don’t pay
maintenance, they can also be a useful investment for
future combat. The build rate of a normal shipyard

Fighter Drive Missile Table
System
fDM1
fDM2
fDM3
fDM4

Cost
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4

TL
9
11
13
15

Dev
1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000

0
2
4
7
7

1
2
3
5
6

2
1
2
4
5

3
1
1
3
4

4
1
1
2
3

5
1
1
1
2

6

1

7

8

Based On
Dz -1
Di -1
Dx -1
Dxe -1

Places of Interest

TERRAN
FEDERATION
R&D SITES
(MAJOR)

The Terran Federation, the galaxys’ premier
economic and military superpower, has the most
productive and innovative research and development
labs in known space. Credit for credit, no foreign
power including the Khanate of Orion (which
typically spends 30% more on R&D than the
Federation) can match the Terrans ability to research
and produce high-tech military hardware. While an
alien race may produce a unique weapons system
now and then (ie the Ophiuchi energy beam system),
the Terran Federation has continually ﬁelded most
the galaxys’ newest weaponry, forcing its elite
navy to develop new tactics and strategies to put
the technologies to best use. Although humans
continually built amazing starship weaponry, the
Khanate of Orion had the best cyberneticists in the
galaxy, Gorm had the best gunboat centers, the
Star Union was the one race which was excellent
with missiles, and the Ophiuchi and Crucians had
excellent ﬁghter R&D sites, and they all cooperated
on small craft weaponry. While most R&D sites
within the Federation were military sites most of
the researchers were civilians, typically highly paid
theoreticians and specialists.
While the Terran Federations ﬁerce competition for
funding fuels a tremendous pressurized research and
development battleground, their alien allies take a
substantially different approach to technological
investigation. The Khanate of Orion has few
independent R&D facilities, preferring to keep all
possible breakthroughs under strict governmental
control. The main reason given for this is the
historical Orion secessionist trends that sometimes
crop up within the Khanate itself. The massive
research complex on Darchulva receives nearly 40%
of the Orion governments’ R&D funding, but other
signiﬁcant sites within the Khanate are Cimpuri,
Gorusu, Kihakkt, and Niphon III. The Ophiuchi
maintain much smaller R&D labs across Association
space and nearly all of them are government funded
private facilities. While the Association itself has
developed remarkably few unique weapons systems
over the past few decades, their advances in the
biosciences and economic productivity is greatly

admired by their neighbors.
Below is a list of various research, development,
testing, and construction facilities within the
Terran Federation. This list is not a definitive
one, only a sample:
Chow Kwi Defense Center: Located in the
Hubei Chain, the Chow Kwi Defense Center
concentrated the ﬁnest minds in the region into
a high-tech laboratory which worked exclusively
in higher-level energy states. Built in 2375 after
the end of ISW4, this small research station
developed the new ﬁelds of spinal weaponry and
phased shields. The newly designed phased shields
enabled PSU warships to sustain much higher
rates of damage during the Armageddon War
and were brieﬂy toyed with as planetary shield
generators. This site was turned over to the Terran
Republic after the civil war ended.
Cunei Research Center: Located in the Fringe but
manned by Terran Federation loyalists, the small
Cunei Center was protected by Ophiuchi during
the Insurrection against rebel forces operating in
the area. Also the site of Spaniel Fighter Research
Center; Cunei was built in 2276 and is located in
the Bantu Cluster of the Terran Federation. A minor
research and development station.
Dahlgren Naval Research Institute: A major naval
research and defense center located on Kennedy, the
Dahlgren Institute is the site of the Dahlgren Naval
Academy and a minor naval construction yard. This
yard built ﬁrst Shiva-class supermonitors (the PSU’s
very ﬁrst heavy class of warship). Construction of
the naval yards was begun after the colony was
started in late 2270 but it failed to expand as Fringe
colonization ﬂourished, pushing the border farther
away from Kennedy (which became a heavily
populated and prosperous Corporate World). The
naval yard remained under TFN control, and out of
the hands of corporate worlders.
Galloway’s World: A major Corporate world located
in core of the Federation, Galloway’s World was a
French colony that grew into the Terran Federations’
premier shipyard and research center, including the
Terran Federation Navy’s strategic “Reserve” site.
The ﬁrst shipyards were laid down in orbit in 2230,
early in the beginning of the Federations’ expansion
period. Subjected to a massive nuclear strike during
the “Insurrection”, Galloway’s World suffered
nearly 30 million casualties during the raid and it
took nearly 10 years for radioactive clean-up efforts
to be completed. The yards were subsequently

re-laid and expanded and signiﬁcant juggernaut
warship construction took place here during the
Armageddon War.
Garsten Yards: A massive shipyard built from
the ground up for heavy automated warship
construction, Garsten Yards was the site of ﬁerce
ﬁghting between Loyalist and Rebel forces during
the Terran Civil War. Built in 2437, just a year
before the outbreak of the Civil War, Garsten Yards
was designated as the Federations’ newest premier
ship building facility, and trillions of credits were
poured into the project. During the ﬁghting the
Loyalists were able to hold onto the Yards and the
entire area became the new PSU “Frontier” region.
Garsten Yards has become a major Frontier ﬂeet
base and jumping off point into three PSU sectors:
Alowan, Ziggurat, and Poictners. Nearly 60%
of the PSUs juggernauts were produced at this
facility, most of which were built pre-fabbed and
then assembled at forward operating areas across
Federation space.
Hanson Biological Research Center: A minor site
located on the planet Mindanao, the Hanson Center
specializes in research and development of technoorganic interfaces. Nearly twenty teams of Orion
cyberneticists work here as well. Built in 2253, the
center has made major breakthroughs in computer
and organic technologies in the last two decades.
Harn Shipyards: Built in 2160, the Harn
Shipyards are an important strategic construction
site located in the Akwaterra System the site of
three waterworlds. The extremely metal-rich
moons of this system initially drew Corporate
World interests into the area and mining allowed
the cheaper construction of warships. The Terran
Federations’ ﬁrst battleship was laid down here in
2171, and the ﬁrst CVL as well (TFNS Pegasus).
The Harn Shipyards also developed most of the
new CVH technologies for the Fringer Navy and
it was turned over to the Terran Republic after the
civil war ended.
Hecate Naval Base: An extremely important Naval
Doctrine School located within the Terran Republic,
Hecate Naval Base was built in 2340 by the Terran
Federation. A massive naval yard, Hecate constructs
nearly 18% of the Fringes’ warships and also
harbors the ofﬁcial Terran Republic gunboat pilot
school as well. The OADC is also involved here,
primarily teaching smallcraft tactics to new Fringe
recruits (the Crucians were offered a primary role in
training TFN pilots but their government declined).
The ﬁrst Shokaku-class CVLs were built here in
2363 and 12 more were completed at the base
before the Fourth Interstellar War ended. Heavy
ﬁghting took place around the system but loyalists
held onto the facility during the “Insurrection”,

however Hecate was turned over to the Terran
Republic after the civil war ended.
Kawasaki Heavy Industries: A critical industrial
site located on the planet Kawasaki, KHI built the
Terran Federations’ ﬁrst CVA (Scylla-class) just after
the outbreak of the Fourth Interstellar War. These
“launch and leave” carriers were built to withstand
terriﬁc punishment, a tribute to the ingenuity of
their builders. The Kawasaki Heavy industrial yards
were constructed in 2218, decades before the arrival
of the Bugs into the area, and remains a vital part of
the Terran Federations’ industrial base.
Morita Station: A minor R&D site located in
the Fringe, Morita Station was the location of
the Federations ﬁrst Development Labs and the
famous Fukue Institute (a think tank of professional
scientists assigned to collaborate on drive ﬁeld
technology). Almost every new engine design built
by the TFN came from research at Morita Station.
The OADC was also involved here as well, primarily
in engineering support roles. The station was built
in 2333 and is located in a backwater brown dwarf
system. The station was turned over to the Terran
Republic after the civil war ended.
Novi Said Technical Center: A minor lab located
on Novaya Omsk, Novi Said was constructed in
record time. The Terran Federations ﬁrst Recon
Drones were built at the Technical Center after
nearly a two years of intense development. Built
in 2310, the Center has attracted large numbers
of robotic enthusiasts. Battlesats, combat wasps,
ram platforms, and long-distance drones were
all invented here. The site was turned over to the
Terran Republic after the civil war ended.
Nuevo Laredo Energy Center: Built in 2320 and
located in Fringe, the Nuevo Laredo Energy Center
developed and constructed the Terran Federations’
very ﬁrst third generation hetlaser. Specializing
in exotic material research, Nuevo Laredo also
fabricated the ﬁrst Antimatter Generators for the
TFN as well. The specialists here sided with the
Fringers during the Federations’ ﬁrst civil war.
Quantico Naval Research Center: A major research
and development site for the Terran Federation, the
Quantico Naval Research Center is located in the
Fringe. Quantico is also site of the Commandant
of the Terran Marines and the location of the III
Marine Corps and the most signiﬁcant weapons
invented at Quantico was shipboard weaponry that
was adapted for ground troop usage. Construction
of the facility began in 2250 and it has continued to
grow ever since.
Sandusky Naval Construction Facility: Located
in Fringe and the site of a minor shipyard and
repair facility, Sandusky has built more mobile

shipyards than any other Federation shipyard and
specializes in large freighter hull construction.
Initial construction at Sandusky was begun in
2370 and completed 2 months later. The facility
was turned over to the Terran Republic after the
civil war ended.
Spectre B Missile and Space Test Center: Located
in the Fringe and the site of its’ premier missile
testing facility, the Spectre B Center has developed
the heavy antimatter missile warhead (-HAM),
hyper missiles, and exotic hard screen technology
for the Terran Republic. Until the appearance of
the Hre’Daak, most of the research was theoretical
and the researchers mainly lounged around but
after the HD arrived the researchers knew the
technology was possible and practical to build, and
got to work. The OADC is also heavily involved
onsite but details are classiﬁed. Built in 2375, the
Center has been the heart of the Terran missile
R&D programs for decades.
Toricelli Naval R&D Center: Located in the
Deuteronomy System of the Reformation Group, the
Toricelli Center is also the site of the Boneyard, the
long-term storage facility set up to hold out-of-date

warships (for reﬁtting or scrapping) and the huge
Jehovah Station Fleet Yards. During the Arachnid
War the Terran Federations’ ﬁrst monitors were laid
down here (the TFNS Horatio Spruance and TFNS
Thomas Anderson) as well as the leading units in the
Minerva Waldeck-class MT/V (the TFNS Antonio
Lopez). During the Terran Civil War the ﬁrst Fringer
heavy capital ships were laid down here as well;
the RNS King Solomon and the RNS King David
(both Christ the King-class supermonitors). Toricelli
was also the site of the First and Second Battle for
Deuteronomy and the location of initial contact
with the Tolat race. The planet Deuteronomy was
depopulated by Federation forces during the brutal
ﬁghting of the Terran Civil War.
Zephrain R&D Station: Located in the Rim,
the Zephrain Station remained loyal to the
central government on Terra during the so-called
“Insurrection”. Zephrain Stations’ massive
shipyards and research center were built during
the Fourth Interstellar War as a jumping off
point for an all-out invasion of Arachnid space.
The Terran Federations Heavy Bombardment
Missile (HBM) was developed here as well as the
first Heavy Monitor and Supermonitors.

Alternative Rules
A New Take on the PCF
by Andrew St. John

Moves are given in the form of the number of
system turns required to change from one planetary
facing to an adjacent facing.

Introduction

Regiments

This article is an attempt to add capability and
ﬂavor to Starﬁre ground combat by enhancing the
venerable PCF. This is a two-fold effort, involving
a new PCF types and a fairly radical new system
which allows PCF units to mount starship systems,
thus increasing their capabilities versus ships.

A regiment is a collection of PCF. In ground
combat, the function unit corresponding to a
starship in space combat is really the regiment.
The individual PCF are more akin to ship systems
than ships.

I did not want to have a page-long list of different
PCF types, especially types which would only be
relevant for two Ind2 nations slugging it out. Many
current military units would be of no consideration
to a HT invader; and I don’t want to clutter up the
game with them.
Two other notable omissions are commando
units and powered armor (zoot) units. They are
interesting units but will require considerable
special rules and have been left out of this article
for brevity.
This article is excerpted and derived from work
done by the author in the 3DG (Starﬁre 3rd Edition
Design Group). It is copyrighted by the author in
2003 where not covered by existing SDS and/or
3DG copyrights.
PCF Types
The list of available PCF types is slightly expanded,
adding two new types: the vehicular PCF and the
armored vehicular PCF.
• PCF Your standard infantry unit
• PCFa Air-mobile PCF
• PCFv Vehicular PCF. Can carry more equipment,
but harder to transport.
• PCFt Armored vehicle - higher combat factor,
expensive, hard to transport.
• SEC Security unit.
A single PCF is assumed to correspond to a
company of human soldiers, roughly 100 men or
15-20 vehicles.
Table 1 show the various PCF types and their
related characteristics. The tech level of the PCF is
represented by the variable “n”
One noteworthy new value in the table is Mounting
Capacity. This is used when PCF are formed into
Regiments (qv), for determining the capacity for
mounting ship systems. The value is expressed in
hull spaces per PCF.

Any number of PCF can be collected into a
regiment. I am endeavoring to make the combat
system favor appropriately sized regiments rather
than swarms of tiny ones or monolithic hordes.
Regiments may mount ship’s systems in addition to
PCF. Each PCF in a regiment contributes a little to
its carrying capacity, as noted in Table 1.
Only PCF, PCFt, and PCFv may mount systems.
PCFa cannot be airmobile if they are lugging a
bunch of vehicles or towed weapons. SEC are not
designed to trained for operating heavy weapons; if
they were, they would not be SEC.
Shipping requirements for a regiment are the
same as for its component PCF, plus the “prefab”
equivalent of any mounted systems. Regiments
may mount any systems except those explicitly
prohibited to them, but some may not work in vacc
and/or atmosphere.
Regiments may not mount shields, engines of
any type, boat bays, hangar bays, spaceports, or
shipyards. If they mount weapons, they may be
restricted by the type of planet they are on.
Only PCFt may mount armor. Armor is divided
evenly among all of the PCF in the PCFt, so the
control sheet will look a little different from that of
a ship or PDC.
Regiments do not need to mount holds for monthly
maintenance; this is included in the PCF system.
Regiments are treated a PDC’s for the purpose
of computing their CFP total for resolution of
ground combat.
Damage to regiments is taken left to right. Primary
beams affect a regiment the same way they would
affect a PDC, but they skip the PCF which are
included in the regiment, attacking the mounted
systems instead.
Beam weapons count for computing CFP in an
atmosphere. This would also apply to PDC’s,

starships, and small craft in atmosphere. It does
not apply to orbiting starships outside of the
atmosphere. The CFP of the beam weapon is the
corresponding value for the same weapon from the
planetary bombardment table.
Examples
So, consider an air-defense regiment of HT-6 PCFv.
This is a vehicle mounted, but not armored, unit
carrying D, Dc, and possibly a few W just in case.
Each PCF can mount up to 3 hs of equipment.
15th AAD Regiment, Terran Imperial Army
DD(PCFv-6)D(PCFv-6)DD(PCFv-6)D
(PCFv-6)Dc(PCFv-6)W(PCFv-6)W(PCFv-6)
ZM5MgMg(PCFv-6)
This gives us 4 companies mount a total of 6 D, one
company with a Dc, two vehicle mounted standard
gun-missile launchers, and an HQ company with the
datalink, multiplex, and ammo trucks. As a zero
space system, datalink could be installed at the PCF
level if you feel like paying for it.
Although a company of vehicles can consist of
upwards of 20-25 vehicles in the 21st century,
we must also remember the size of the shipboard
weapons and ammunition. Using the example of
the W above, the launch mechanism itself ﬁlls one
very large vehicle, there is another with cranes
for loading missiles, a couple more with power
generators, another with ﬁre-control and targeting,
and 1-3 more with all the people needed to work
this, their gear, tools, spares, etc. This is 6-8
vehicles, each probably the size of one of those big
rigs the Soviets used for their SS-20 missiles.
The second example is a unit of very heavy tanks.
Designed ar HT-9, each PCFt has a mounting
capacity of 4.5 hull spaces, and can mount armor,
so we give each “vehicle” and Ai and a ship’s laser.
There is also a command “track” with datalink,
multiplex, and some D.
1003rd Armored Regiment,
United Federation of Planets (HT-9)
AiL(PCFt-10) AiL(PCFt-10) AiL(PCFt-10)
AiL(PCFt-10) AiL(PCFt-10) AiL(PCFt-10)
ZAiM3D(PCFt-10)

Trade Treaties
(for 3rd Edition) By Todd Kes
Benefit for lower RM: By being less aggressive in
nature, it is easier for a race to meet more of the
special trading partners. A race can form new
trading partners, based on the following:

RM

Special partners

01-20
21-40
41-60
61-80
81+

5
4
3
2
1

These special partners give 20% of their base
income to the host race, while others can only give
10% their income to the host race. I.e. Race A, B, C,
D, E, and F each have incomes of 10000 MCr, and
have militancies as follows:
A: 6
B: 100
C: 45
D: 61
E: 22
F: 80
Race A can form up to 5 links, and links with all
5 other races, getting a total of 10,000 MCr from
trade (5 links * 20% * 10,000 MCr).
Race B can form up to 1 link, and links with one
other race special, getting a total of 6,000 MCr
from trade (1 link * 20% * 10,000 MCr + 4 links @
10%).
Race C can form up to 3 links, and links with 3
other races, getting a total of 8,000 MCr from trade
(3 links * 20% * 10,000 MCr + 2 links @10%).
Race D can form up to 2 links, and links with 2
other races, getting a total of 7,000 MCr from trade
(2 links * 20% * 10,000 MCr + 3@10%).
Race E can form up to 4 links, and links with 4
other races, getting a total of 9,000 MCr from trade
(4 links * 20% * 10,000 MCr + 1@10%).
Race F can form up to 2 links, and links with 2
other races, getting a total of 7,000 MCr from trade
(2 links * 20% * 10,000 MCr + 3@10%).
Note, these special links take time to be set up, and
will contribute normal trade income until done.
They cost the same as a normal trade linkup, but
take twice as long to reach full potential.

Different Colonies
Agricultural
• No IU
• Needs fee of 800 MCr paid before any
benefits gained
• Growth rate +50% over normal
• Benign-hostile planets only.
Industrial colonies
• Half growth rate
• Can be put anywhere

• Needs fee of 800 MCr paid before any
benefits gained
• 1 IU per PU
• FT, SC, SS, ships built in orbit get 10% cost break
Mining colonies
• Half growth rate
• Need fee of 200 MCr paid before beneﬁts gotten
• Get higher beneﬁt from REI:
Old New
.5
.5
.75
1
1
1.5
1.25 2
1.5
2.5
Prison colonies
• 1 level less to colonize (extreme -> desolate, etc.)
• half normal growth rate
• Need 1 SEC or PCF per 10 PU (FRU) to keep them
from rebelling.

Standard colony
• Normal growth
• 1 IU per 2 PU
• No SEC or PCF needed
• Standard colonization costs
• No fee needed
• No discounts
• No REI beneﬁt

Midships
Midships were designed as a compromise between
heavier warships, and lighter carriers. Ship captains
kept wanting warships with carrier speed, and
at a low cost. Unfortunately, the engineers told
them it would not happen. What resulted was
a compromise, that was not a pure carrier hull,
or a pure warship hull, but had advantages and
disadvantages of each.
To design a midship, use the base stats from a
warship of the appropriate size. After that, modify it
as follows:
Top speed +1, no
change to turn
mode, weapons cost
1.5 times normal,
hangar bays cost
2* normal. The
blind spot is 120
degrees (if another
engine already puts
the blind spot at
120 degrees, then
it becomes 180
degrees instead).
The hull costs +1
MCr more.
It is faster than a
warship, with the
same turn mode,
but has a larger
turn mode, larger
blind spot, its hull
costs more, and
its weapons cost
more. It is the same
speed as a carrier,
its weapons are
cheaper, and the hull
is cheaper. It also
has a larger blind
spot and ﬁghter bays
are more expensive.

Name
EX
ES
CT
FG
DD
CL
CA
BC
BB
DN
SD
ML
MT
SM
LN
JG

HTL
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
5
6
7
9
11
13
14
16
18

Hull
Range Cost
5-7
2
8-12
3
13-16 3.5
17-20 4
21-30 5
31-45 5.5
46-60 6.5
61-80 8
81-100 9
101-130
131-165
166-200
201-250
251-300
301-400
401-500

Turn
Mode
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
10
11
13
15
17
21
25

Top
I
9
9
9
8
8
7
7
7
6
5
5
6
6
6
6
6

Speed
Ic
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
6
5
5
4
4
3
3

J
16
16
13
13
11
11
10
9
9
3
3
3
2
2
1
1

Jc
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
4
8
7
7
6
5
4
3

FT
Hull
2.5
3
3.5
3.75
4
4.25
4.5
4.75
5
4
4
4
3
3
2
2

5.5
6
7
8
9
11
13

Strafire History
GUNBOATS WITHIN
THE TFN
When the ﬁrst Arachnid gunboat was spotted by
Terran Federation Navy units in the Justin System
in September 2361, it came as severe shock to
the humans, who had never dreamed of a small
craft that could transit the destructive eddies of a
standard warp point. After the initial shock the
TFN began a crash course in gunboat development,
ﬁelding thousands of such craft during the Fourth
Interstellar War. Unfortunately, most human
admirals were not impressed by the abilities of the
gunboat, probably because they had to be held on
the outside of a warships hull, replacing important
XO missiles like the EDM and ADM with their
bulk. The Terran Federations’ slow embrace of
gunboats is a direct result of a bias against small
craft within the TFN versus traditional warships
and they were not adopted in a substantial way until
the brutal ﬁghting of the 2nd Arachnid War (the
limited warp points available to the TFN forced the
deployment of many new gunboats types). After the
war, the Federation Navy still had an aversion to the
gunboat and refused to build many gunboat tenders
but the representatives from the Reformation Group
forced the issue in the Chamber of Worlds on Terra
in 2451. After the ﬁerce political ﬁght ended, six
classes of warships were built by the TFN to sustain
gunboat combat: the Cormorant II (an updated BCclass tender/collier), the Asgard (a BC-class tender
equipped with 15 large boat bays and twenty-ﬁve
gunboats), the Huey (a DD-class tender with three
large boat bays equipped to handle the large TFN
gunboats), the Chu Chi-class DD (a primary escort
for the TFNs’ Fleet Train), the Gearing-class DD (a
battleline scout carrying two squads of gunboats),
and the Sarawak-class DD (a planetary defense
vessel capable of ferrying nearly three squads of
gunboats to isolated locations).
While the TFN regularly adopted large numbers
of XOg on their battleline hulls to sustain more
gunboat sorties, the planets of the Reformation
Group (who faced the brunt of the ﬁghting) ﬁelded
large numbers of planetary gunboats to defend their
worlds, because of the low population density of the
Group prohibited sustainment of large-scale warship
deployments. Later after the “Insurrection” ended
the newly formed Pan-Sentient Union had a different
view of gunboats, a favorable one. New designs
were ﬁelded and the Orion and Gorm half of the
PSU regularly added gunboats to their new warship

construction, whether the Terran portion of the
PSU did or not (leading to an imbalance of gunboat
support in the PSU battleline). Since the creation
of the Pan-Sentient Union, gunboat production
(especially the Hellraiser and Bort-classes) has
grown exponentially and will continue this trend for
the foreseeable future.
Gunboat wings listed below are a few of the more
famous squadrons within the Terran Federation.
Each wing is listed by name as well as the world in
which they are primarily drawn from or stationed
upon. All standard TFN Wings equal 132 craft, or
33 ‘regular’ squadrons.
1st Gunboat Wing (Sarasota): Nicknamed “the
First Ones”, the 1st Premier Wing was built during
the Fourth Interstellar War and proved extremely
useful for Admiral Murakama, served a total of
2,055 days in combat before the war ended. It
was initially a WP-probing squadron made up of
72 gunboats that were also tasked as battleline
support units but their deployments changed after
pressure from Fleet Admiral Jenkins forced a
naval review. The Federation Navy had reluctantly
formed the 1st Wing to test the use of gunboats in
combat. When they proved their worth the Wing
was expanded, creating some problems since the
Navy had a shortage of gunboat pilots and Navy
personnel trained to operate with the small craft.
The 1st Gunboat Wing was a new kind of combat
formation and was expected to be a big deal for
the Navy, thus the decision to send the entire Wing
into combat during Operation Pesthouse in which
it suffered horriﬁc losses. The Wing won major
battles in Anderson 5, Home Hive III, and Orpheus
2 and fought continually until the war ended. It
was placed into reserve at the end of ISW4 and
reactivated during the Second Arachnid War and
the Armageddon War. The entire unit was virtually
destroyed in the defense of the Centauris System.
5th Gunboat Wing (New Jerusalem): A veteran of
both Arachnid Wars, the 5th Wing deployed its’
ﬁrst gunboats into action in Operation Pesthouse in
March of 2363. During that conﬂict the Wing sent
some of its’ gunboats to the rear to protect Admiral
Chins’ convoy but they were slaughtered early
on in that battle. Nearly the entire 5th Gunboat
Wing was destroyed during Operation Pesthouse,
with only 7 total gunboats surviving the return
to Proxima Centauris. The Wing regrouped after
Pesthouse and fought at the Centauris WP but it
was badly battered and fell back to Terranova for
repairs and upgrading. It was reactivated during

the Second Arachnid War and fought in the Battle
for New Jerusalem, also seeing major action
during the Dueteronomy Raid. From early on
the gunboat squadron was organized in a similar
fashion to traditional TFN ﬁghter squadrons, using
ground personnel and NCOs in the same way on
the ground and aboard ship, the main difference
being signiﬁcantly more down time to rearm a
gunboat. The Wing was later equipped with pinnace
support and assault shuttle backup when engaged
in planetary assault. It was ﬁnally stationed in
the Noah Trinary System and sustained nearly
100% fatalities at the defense of Esteel during the
Armageddon War.
9th Gunboat Wing (Terranova): The 9th Gunboat
Wing was raised during the Fourth Interstellar War
and it was rather hastily dispatched to Justin during
a Bug raid, arriving just in time to weakly stop
the offensive (properly training a new smallcraft
wing takes about a year) and remained there for
113 days. While stationed at Anderson 5, it was
upgraded with new crews and ships, becoming a
unique “trilateral unit”. One portion of the Wing
operated in space (primarily on ﬂoating barges built
speciﬁcally for their use) as a planetary defense
force; one portion was a traditional gunboat
wing; and the third was composed of two space
assault sections designed to land two full Marine
regiments. The Wing was disbanded after ISW4
but was reactivated during the 2nd Arachnid War
and received the new Hardtack-class gunboats. The
9th fought in that war successfully and was again
disbanded a year after that conﬂict ended. The unit
was rather hastily returned to service in the face of
the Hre’Daak threat and was equipped with the new
Hellraiser-class gunboats. Unfortunately, the 9th
participated in the retreat down the Beijing Chain
during the Armageddon War and was wiped out to

a man at Balthasar’s World.
23rd Gunboat Wing (Novaya Omsk): Built during
the Fourth Interstellar War, the 23rd Gunboat Wing
was never properly organized as a Wing and never
developed that unit spirit that characterized some
of the other Wings during that conﬂict. Having its’
veteran pilots being constantly stripped for frontline use made the Wing suffer from poor leadership
and low morale. Troops from the 23rd perpetrated
the Bylaren Massacre. The unit was permanently
disbanded after ISW4 and was never reformed.
61st Gunboat Wing (Rosario): This unit has made
an illustrious career for itself since its formation.
Initially a TFN unit, the 61st fought valiantly
during ISW4 and was placed in reserve after that
conﬂict ended. During the Terran Insurrection,
the 61st became a Reformer unit when the Terran
Civil War wound down and later saw extensive
service in the Second Arachnid War. It has been on
continuous active duty since. Although their were
some proposals to send the Wing to the Fringe, by
mid-2453 the Reformation strategic reserve (forces
available for immediate deployment in emergencies)
was growing pretty slender, and the 61st was the
best of the remaining units, so it was decided to
retain the Wing in the core of the Reformation area.
However, in the aftermath of the Biomechphilist
Offensive, the entire Wing was sent forward to
Rodessa. It took less than a month for the Wing to
get from its’ base on Rosario to a combat zone in
the Quantico Chain. The Wing served well in the
conﬂict, generally as a ﬁre brigade, going where
the need was greatest, and it operated mainly from
Akwaterra was well as points between. The unit was
disbanded after the conﬂict but rapidly reactivated
during the crisis in the Reformation Group that
eventually sparked the Armageddon War.
87th Gunboat
Wing
(Himalaya):
This unit was a
Corporate World
Wing, funded by
the neighboring
moneyed worlds
in the Himalaya
Chain. Much
more than a
Wing, this unit
was formed in
mid-2362 and
became the
headquarters for
nearly all TFN
gunboat training.
By late 2364 the
87th had more
pilots assigned to

it than any other gunboat Wing but more important,
it had over 400 gunboats assigned. About 250 of
these were ﬁrst generation Hot-class gunboats,
the rest were Heathen-class, and included over 50
pinnances, 80 assault shuttles, and 30 small cargo
craft. The 87th remained on active duty for almost
80 years, seeing various wars and conﬂicts come and
go and creating the gunboat pilots for those varied
conﬂicts. This unit trained nearly twenty gunboat
Wings during the Armageddon War but never saw
any action of its own during that conﬂict.
101st Gunboat Wing (Christophon): Built in the
Fringe area of the Terran Federation during ISW4,
the 101st has been one of the premier combat
units of the TFN. By the end of the ﬁrst year of its
formation, the unit had still not received some of
its heavy equipment, including 40% of its gunboats
and the Wing initially suffered from the same
handicaps that plagued the other gunboat Wings
of the Federation, poor training and a lack of a
sound cadre. Unlike some of the other TFN Wings
however, some good ofﬁcers succeeded in turning
it into a ﬁrst-class combat unit, and it proved
particularly effective in the defense of Justin in
2362. Extremely well trained, well led, it had very
high morale during the war. The 87th actually holds
the record for the longest continuous service under
ﬁre of any TFN unit ever. Towards the end of that
conﬂict the Wing was very heavily armed, with over
200 combat gunboats under its command. Because
of all these craft, the 101st was frequently split
into smaller units to provide escorts of WP-clearing
forces. After the war the unit was disbanded but it
was continually brought back into service during the
TFNs various conﬂicts until the Armageddon War,
where nearly the entire Wing was obliterated in the
Battle of Red Rocks.
123rd Gunboat Wing (Jennings): Originally a
TFN unit during the Fourth Interstellar War, the
123rd became an important element of the newly
forming Reformation Group strategic defense
reserve after the war ended. Although the 123rd
had originally remained a TFN reserve command
unit after ISW4, it sided with the rebels and served
with honor during the Reformation Groups’
break away from the Terran Federation in 2438.
Reformed under the Reformation Group banner,
the 123rd initially deployed as a full Wing during
the Second Arachnid War but the signiﬁcant drain
of highly qualiﬁed pilots to other Wings (including
the pressures of expanding the Reformation military
and sustaining combat losses of gunboats already
in action) severely reduced the available pool of
gunboat-trained personnel. In 2453 more gunboats
were provided, some other changes made, and the
123rd converted to a forward assault Wing by the
summer of that year. Using its’ newfound mobility,

the Wing operated all over the Reformation Group
and down the Quantico Chain. The Wing remained
on active duty and trained numerous gunboat
pilots during the Second Arachnid War and ﬁnally
the Armageddon War. Substantial numbers of
123rd’s gunboats participated in the defense of the
Corporate World Esteel, which was at the time a
major Reformer trading partner which found itself
on the front lines during the Armageddon War.
ISW4 Loss Rates
Year

# Built

Combat
Losses

Non-combat
losses

2360

0

0

0

2361

0

0

0

2362

2,341

790

55

2363

4,555

1,066

78

2364

6,022

2,244

91

2365

8,057

2,112

134

2366

6,331

3,075

112

2367

6,102

1,078

98

2368

4,789

1,650

15

2369

2,109

891

67

2370

1,886

779

TFN Gunboat Designs
Hot-class: First designed and built at Galloway’s
World in the Terran Federation, the Hot-class
gunboat was a signiﬁcant breakthrough in small
craft engineering. Researchers and design specialists
ﬁelded the ﬁrst gunboats in record time, just in time
for the Battle of Third Kliean. With over 2,000 of
this class was produced during the war, gunboats
played an early and vital role in anti-shipping strikes
and battleline defense during ISW4. The Gorm
developed a mirror class of this vessel (the Bormyr)
and used them to good effect during the conﬂict. A
Hot-class gunboat has a combat rating of 8% and
weighs in at 300 tons. (GB1 weighs 300 tons, 6 bbp,
tac speed 9, cost is 100).
Heathen-class: An alternate weapons set-up and
enhanced engine is the only marked difference
between the Hot and Heathen-class, both a
TFN production. Most Heathen’s were built at
Galloway’s World under the Mitchell Contract
of 2363. A very effective class of gunboats, the
Heathen’s were almost immediately replaced by the
more capable Healot-class in late 2367. A Heathen
had a combat rating of 12%. (GB1 weighs 300 tons,
6 bbp, tac speed 9, cost is 100).
Healot-class: This second generation gunboat

was produced by the thousands at the Kawasaki
Heavy Shipyards in the Terran Federation between
2367 and 2390. An enlarged defensive suite and
increased ﬁrepower boosted this class of gunboats’
combat rating to 30%. The Healot-class performed
remarkably well during the Terran Civil war but was
phased out of service by the time the Hardtack-class
became available. (GB2 is 350 tons, 7 bbp, tac speed
10, cost is 120).
Hellion-class: First ﬁelded in 2390 and produced
by Kawasaki Heavy Shipyards, the Hellion-class
sported upgradable computers and weaponry, giving
the Hellion a combat rating of 33%. This class of
gunboat saw little action and was related to planetary
defense by the time the Terran Civil War broke out.
Over 6,000 units of this class were built. (GB2 is 350
tons, 7 bbp, tac speed 10, cost is 120).
Hardtack-class: A substantially larger planet-based
gunboat, the Hardtack-class replaced nearly all
previous classes of gunboats and with its supercharged engines and larger weapons payload, the
Hardtack-class had a combat rating of 47%. This

class also took part in signiﬁcant ﬁghting in the
Armageddon War, with the exception of the units
stationed on Dhassa (they were told to stand-down
by the planetary governor, a act that saved the entire
planets’ population). Most of the PSU units were
built at the Corporate Shipyards on Mindanao and
Republican units at the planet Jennings. (GB2 is 350
tons, 7 bbp, tac speed 10, cost is 120).
Hellraiser-class: The latest in class of gunboats,
heavily armed, with substantial defenses, the
Hellraiser-class was ﬁrst built at the Dahlgren Naval
Research Institute and had a thick jacket of superdense armor that enabled a enormous boost in
survivability. The Hellraiser-class saw action in the
Armageddon War and its’ over combat rating was
67%. (GB3 is 400 tons, 8 bbp, tac speed 11, cost is
150).
*Fighters are 50 tons (one bbp is 50 tons, so
gunboats vary in weight).
**All gunboat “Combat Ratings” are for a single
gunboat versus a single TL15 PSU battlecruiser. A

Gunboat CR is based upon several factors: number
and type of weapons carried, defensive suite, speed,
and targeting capabilities.

GUNBOAT
TIMELINE
2361: First Arachnid gunboats spotted
2362: Initial TFN gunboats in service
2362: First Gorm gunboats used in combat
2363: Heathen-class GB deployed
2367: Healot-class GB built
2377: Grysmyr-class GB ﬁelded (Khanate)
2438: Terran Civil war begins
2440: Hardtack-class GB developed
2444: Bort-class GB built (Khanate)
2452: GB waves used in Second Arachnid War
2459: Automated Biomech GB encountered (ramships)
2460: Hellraiser-class GB constructed
2464: Armageddon War begins
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The Fourth Interstellar War
Fighting begins in the Romulus Chain in June, 2360
Admiral Murakama arrives at K-45 in August, 2360
First Battle of Sarasota: December, 2360
Ivan the Terrible on the Front Lines, April, 2361
First Arachnid Gunboats spotted, September, 2361
Kliean Chain invaded on March, 2362
Admiral Raymond Prescott defends Alowan, May, 2363
Centaurus Raid: March, 2363
Operation Pesthouse begins, May, 2363
First Battle of Pesthouse, August, 2363
Arachnid Monitors ﬁrst spotted, August, 2363
Ivan Antonov and Hannah Avram die in combat, August, 2363
Second Battle of Centauris, November, 2363
First Battle of Home Hive III, October, 2364
Second Battle of Home Hive III, April, 2365
Retribution Campaign begins, November, 2366
First Battle of Home Hive I, February, 2367
Operation Orpheus begins, March, 2368
Crucians meet the Grand Alliance, November, 2368
First Battle of Home Hive II, May, 2369
First Battle of Home Hive IV, June 2369
Second Battle of Home Hive II, November, 2369
Third Battle of Home Hive II, December, 2369
Return to Home Hive V, June, 2370
Fourth Interstellar War ends, June, 2370
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